
 

 

Breaststroke 

One of the most popular recreational swimming styles; with this stroke the head can be out of the water more 

than with other front prone styles. 

Body Position / Motion 

In the glide, your body is flat, prone and streamlined, with legs together and extended. Arms extended in front 

of your head. Palms down and 6 to 8 inches below the surface. Head positioned with 

the water line near your hairline. Keep your back straight and your body nearly 

horizontal, with hips and legs just below the surface. 

The stroke uses a rocking action that comes from lifting the hips as you extend the 

hands in front and then lifting your upper body as your hands finish and start to 

recover. The final list from the kick adds to this rocking action.  

Arm Stroke 

Power phase: 

A. In the glide position, angle your hands outward at 45 degrees, thumbs toward 

bottom of pool, pinkies toward the surface of the water.  

B. With straight arms, pull water till hands are even with shoulders. 

C. Bend elbows and continue pulling fingers are now pointed to bottom of pool. 

D.  Rotate hands palms toward belly; continue sweeping arms so hands are under 

thighs, finger tips touching (or almost touching). 

TIP: Elbow position is important for good propulsion. Throughout the power phase, 

your elbows should be higher than your hands and lower than your shoulders. They 

should also point outward, not backward, and should not pass back beyond your 

shoulders. 

Recovery phase: 

E. After you sweep your hands together, keep squeezing your elbows toward each 

other. Palms start to move up under your body and into prayer position.  

F. Extend your arms forward to a glide position below the surface. 

G. Rotate your wrists thumbs toward bottom of pool, pinkies toward the surface of 

the water. You are now ready to begin again at step B. 

  



 

 

Kick 

A. Start: From the glide position, bend your hips and knees and bring your 

heels up toward your buttocks.  

B. Up: With this action you gradually separate your knees and heels until your 

knees are hip-width apart and your feet are outside your knees. Keep your 

heels just under the surface of the water. 

C. Out: Flex and rotate your ankles outward, extend legs 

D. Together: Powerfully pull your feet and legs back to the gliding position.  

E. Glide 

Breathing and Timing 

As your arms and hands start to pull backward, start lifting your head to 

breathe. 

 Near the end of the arm pull your mouth just clears the water and you inhale. 

As your arms start to recover, lower your face into the water. Exhale in a slow, 

steady manner, from the arm recovery until just before the next breath.  

At that point explosively exhale the last of your breath and start lifting your 

head for the next breath.  

Breathe during each arm stroke. 
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